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Harmonics Distortion and Intermodulation in the 

Multi -Channel Compander Based on the Short Time DFT 

Short Time DFTを用いたマルチチャネルコンパンダの

高調波歪みと混変調歪み特性

岸政七れ 股査喜 Z
Masahichi KISHI. Kuixi YIN 

ABSTRACT Reducing the spectrum occupαncy over radio chαnnel is αsωell knoωnαs 

importαnt to prevent finite radio resources from exhαusting. The syllabic compα丸山rpro-

vides indispensαble function both to improue speech quαlityαηd to reduce fading noise iη 

the cαses of sauing transmission poωer and of叩 rroωingspectrum occupancy. Detαiled 

αnαlysis of previously reported multi -channel compαnder is shoωη with harmonic distor-

tionαnd intermodulαtions bαsed on the short time DFT[[， 2l. This compαnder is reαlized 

with three mαjor functions to αuoid envelope detectors， which mainly hαscαusedαny distor 

twns ~n compαnding. All the input signαlsαre analyzed into instα凡tαneousspectrum VLαα 

short time DFTαnαlyzer， then the mαgnitude of each spectrμm component ~s mαnipulαted 

by multiplying or diuiding to yield compαnded spectrum， the compαnded signalsαrefinally 

giuen by inverse Fourier trαnsforming from the compαnded spectrum 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As the syllabic compander provides with in-

dispensable function both to improve speech 

quality and to reduce fading noise in the case 

of saving transmission pow巴rand of narrow-

ing spectrum occupancy， many inv巴stigations

are keenly studied on realizing th巴sesyllabic 

compand巴rs.

Unfortunately， most of them have been con-

cerned with estimating the envelopes in the ap -

proximation of AM  demodulation. Where 

such approximated envelope detector is adopt-

ed to get companded signals， both int巴rmodu-

lation error and harmonic distortions are in-
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troduced to degrade sp巴echquality and to ex-

pand the bandwidth of radio occupancy. 

Instead of employing approximated envelop 

det巴ctors，the short time DFT is adopted to 

analyz巴 inputsignals into the instantaneous 

spectrum in order to generate companded 

spectrum. The time variant complex real and 

imaginary parts of each instantaneous spec-

trum component are interpreted as a kind of 

time variant coefficient of the Fourier series 

with exception of possessing common time 

variant phase function. Where input signals 

are analyzed into the instantaneous spectra， 

the envelopes are equal to the absolute of the 

vector spanned by the complex real and imag-

inary parts of each instantaneous spectrum 

component. Dividing or multiplying the abso-

lute value of each frequency component gives 
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the compressed or expanded frequency com-

ponents to avoid inducing any phase devia-

tions 

2. PRINCIPLE AND CONFIGURATWNS OF 

THE MUL TI -CHANNEL COMP ANDER 

Circuitry configuration of the multi回 channel

compander is categorized into three major 

blocks as shown in fig.1 [3. 4] The first b10ck 

is ST DFT analyzer which consists of N/2 + 1 

modu1es in frequency index wise. The second 

b10ck is the significant block in function of 

compressor or expander on the frequency do-

main， whose detailed implementation is 

schemed in figs. 2(a) and (b) or figs. 2 (c) and (d)， 

respectively. The last is the synthesizer to 

produce the companded signa1s through in-

verse ST DFT(ST 1FT) from the companded 

spectrum. 1n similar to the first block， the ST 

1FT synthesizer plays the role of modulating 

companded spectrum component o k(叫 with

comp1ex carrier昭?
Let the instantaneous spectrum at sampling 

time n be争(n)，

⑪(n) = {仇(η)φl(n)…ゆ'N-l(η)f. )
 

l
 

(
 

Here， ifJk(n)is a spectrum component at fre-

quency index kof (t(η). The spectrum com-

ponent仇(n)isdefined by the ST DFT as fo1-

lows， 

Anαlyzer Corn.pander Synthcsizer 

Fig.l Circuitrツconfigurationof the multi -channel com -
pα孔der巴

恥(n)= L x(r)h(n -r)Wjr (2) 
r=一∞

where， x(r) is an input data at sampling time r 

， h( *) is a window function， W}[k is the same 

operator defined in the existing DFT as fo1-

lows， 

ιr  .2πrk i 
W}[" = eXP1-j一万ート (3) 

integer k is 0 ~ k < N， 

h(サissuch an apriori vvindow function. For 

example， Kaiser weighted Nyquist is adopted 

as follows [5] ， 

h(p) =η(p)ω(p) (4) 

Here，η(p) is Nyquist， ω(p) is a Kaiser win -

dow. 

ーん{sjl-(p/mN)2} 
ω(p)一

10(β) 
-mN~p~mN 

Where， lo( *) is the modified Oth ordered B巴ssel

function of the first， s is an arbitrary positive 

real to adjust the width and concentration of 

the mainlobe energy. 

仇(n)←一一一一寸iニト一一一一--0o;;(n) 
(a) Sub -module compressol" for index k=O 01' N /2 

I(仇(1))) 

R{高(凡)} R(仇(n))

l{高付)} 

(b) Sub -module comp問 ssorfOI" index 0く晶くN/2

世.(n) 世k(凡)

(c) Sub -module expαnder for index k=O 01" N /2 

R(oPk(n))。

I(恥(n))<>

1 4 争-OR{高いl}

[ー¥各- - Ol{O;;(nl}
(d) Sub -module expander for index 0くたく 1'1/2

Fig.2 Detαiled schemes of the frequency dom日 間 com

presser(a) (b)，αndexpαnder(c)(d). 
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As discuss邑din aboves， the Kaiser weighted 

Nyquist is improved to be almost equal to the 

ideal filter in characteristics as the decimation 

filter without requiring any excessive comput-

ing power to the ST DFT園

Dividing 恥(η)along to its vecto1' by 

|仇(η)I '( which is interp1'eted as frequency 

domain comp1'essing， it gives the comp1'essed 

output Ycmp(n)synthesized via ST IFT from the 

comp1'essed spect1'um as follows， 

1 l{;l rtk(η) n7n~ 
mp(η)=;:rL一一一一!--;;-w; (6) 

N f:'o I rtk(n) I 7 

When compr号ssing1'ate is 2 to 1 in decibel 

meanings， which is same value to the existing 

companding system， r is chosen to be 0.5. If 

arbitrary compressing 1'ate is required， values 

r is sufficient to be set to the reciprocal num-

ber of required valu巴回

The expanding is also realized as mu.ltiply噂

mg th号 instantaneous spectrum component 

φk(n)by I仇(n)I O-asgivenbyeq.7. 
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Fig.3 Power spectrum of the multi -chαnnel compresso 

er(<α) and of the expander(b) for 800Hz OdBm tonal sig-

nal， 2m=8， N=64，β=6.0目

1 N-l 

W 凡)ニオ早川k(η)I占ー1州 )w; (7) 

Here， Y四 p(η)is expanded signal， and δis ex-

panding rate 1 toδin dB meanings 

As discussed aboves， both compr岳ssedand 

expanded signals are themselves denoted by 

similar formula of instantaneous spectrum 

expansion. It is easy to understand that the 

multi田 channelcompander is guaranteed by 

being free from any distortion in companding 

acco1'ding to multiplying 01' dividing the mag-

nitude of the instantaneous spectrum compo-

nent with avoiding phase deviation. The more 

effectiv己 computationfor the compander was 

shown in ref.6 based on the multi -rate sam-

pling in order to reduce computing power. 

3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

The multi -channe1 compander is examined to 
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Fig目4Thehαrmonicsdistortion vs.β，2m=80r64 
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Fig.5 The harmonics distortion vs. the frame number 

2m，β=0.0 or 6.0. 
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be almost ideal in companding through com-

puter simulations. Basically， the multi-

channel compander excludes any feed back 

loops， amplitude of companded signal is pre-

cisely compressed or expanded in 2 to 1 or 1 to 

2 in dB meanings with almost equivalent level 

to the granulating error for tonal signals. The 

transient response are so id巴althat both the at胸

tack and recovery time are vanish巴dto zero 

under the CCITT Rec. G162 specifications for 

the tone -burst if 2m = 8， N = 64， and β=6.0 
[ 7] 

Harmonics Distortion 

Harmonics distortion， measured with 800Hz 0 

dBm tonal signal， is recommended to be below 

4%( -14dB) as shown in fig.3. Fiqur司e3(a) 

shows cle日a町r、匂 t出ha剖tt也h巴maximumdistortion i泊n 

the pow自rspectrum appears at 2.4仕kHzas the 

t出hi汀rdha訂rmonl叩cbelow -4却9.4岨dBm，and the sec-

ond at 4.0kHz as the fifth harmonic below the 

-95.3dBm. The harmonics distortion of the 

multi -channel compressor is observed to be 
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Fig.6 The poωer specturm of the compresser(<α) and of 

the expαnder(b)， for -5dBm or -15dBm input， 2m=8， 

N=64，β=6.0. 

less than -49dB with more than 35dB margin 

to the -14dB criterion if 2m = 8， N = 64andβ= 

6.0. Figure 3(b) shows the spectrum of the 

multi -channel expander in the lower range 

than that of the compressor. In this figure， the 

maximum distortion appears at 2.4kHz as the 

third harmonic below -131.1dBm. The har-

monics distortion of the expander is observed 

to be less than -130dB with about 120dB mar-

gin to the -14dB criterion if 2m = 8， N = 64 

and β=6.0. 

The Harmonic distortion versusβare 

shown in fig.4， where the frame number of ST 

DFT window 2m = 8 or 64. Solid curves 

show th巴harmonicsdistortion of the compres -

sor， and dotted curves show those of the e互角

pander. The harmonics distortion of the com-

pressor is monotonically improved ifβgoes 

large even if the frame number 2m being 

maintained in the same number. The chang-
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Fig. 7 The intermodulation vs.β，2m=80r 64. 
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Fig.8 The intermodulation vs. 2m，β=0.0 or 6.0 
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ing of βfrom 0 to 10 improves the harmonics 

distortion of the compressor by more than 35 

dB. Mor巴 rapidimprovements are shown in 

those of the expander as indicated by dotted 

curves. Figure 5 shows the harmonics distor-

tions versus the frame number 2m， where the 

βof the Kaiser weighting function is set to be 

6.0 or 0.0， i.e.，β=0目omeans the existing 

Nyquist truncated by 277正rames. The solid 

curves show the harmonics distortion of the 

compressor， and the dott巴dcurves show those 

of the expander. As shown in fig.5， there exist 

almost no improvement in the harmonics dis-

tortion of the compressor while the frame 

numb自r 2mbeing taken as the parameter. 

Intermodulation 

The intermodulated signallevel， which seems 

to be adequate for signalling system No.5， is 

also recommended to be below -26dB at fre-

quency 2/1-β= !Land 212 -/1 = fufor a com-

pressor and an expander which operate sepa-

rately. Here， input signals fland hare 900Hz 

and 1020Hz at a level of -5dBm or -15dBm. It 

The changing of the βfrom 0 to 10 also im-

proves the intermodulation of the compressor 

by more than 35dB. More rapid improvement 

is shown in the intermodulation of the ex-

pander if the frame number 2mis set by large 

number as 64. In the case of 2m = 8， the in-

termodulation of the expander is remarkably 

as s being 1ess than 6.3， howev巴rit loses this 

improvement as being more than 7 as shown 

by dotted curve in fig. 7. 
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Fig.9 Power Jrequency response oJ the Kaiserωeighted 

Nyq叫 st，2m=8， N=64，β=6.0. 

is shown in fig .6(a) for th巴inputsignals speci田

fied in the aboves that the ir附 modulationof 宅l仰

the multi目 channelcompressor is at a level of -

53.1dB below the -26dB of CCITT criteria on 

the lower frequency !L or at a level of -50.2dB 

on the upper frequency fufor the both -5dBm 

and -15dBm inputs， respectively. The inter-

modulations of the multi四 channelexpander 

are observed at levels of -81.5dB below the -26 

dB criteria on the lower frequency !L and at 
levels of -77 .8dB on the upper frequencyんfor

the both -5dBm and -15dBm input signals as 

shown in fig .6(b). 

The intermodulations versus theβof the 

Kaiser weighting function is shown in fig. 7， 

where the frame number of the ST DFT win-

dow 2m = 8 or 64. Solid curves show the in-

termodulation test results of the multi -chan噌

nel compressor， and dott巴dcurves show those 

of the expander. The intermodulations are 

monotonically improved asβgoing large. 
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Figure 8 shows the intermodulation versus 

the frame number 2m， whenβis 0.0 or 6.0. 

Both int巴rmodulationsof the compressor to be 

slightly improved as 2mgoing large 

Attenuation of th告KaiserWeighted Nyquist 

Figure 9 shows the po-wer frequency response 

of the Kaiser weighted Nyquist function， here 

2m = 8， N= 64andβ=6.0. The attenuation is 

measured as shown in fig.9 by the suppress 

amount between the passband and elimination 

band. Figure 10 shows that the attenuation of 

the Kaiser weighted Nyquist is effectively im-

proved by setting the parameterβbe large 

and by about 80dB duringβchanging from 0 

to 10. While the attenuation does notぱ'fectby 

the frame number 2m of the Kaiser weighted 

Nyquist as shown in fig.ll 

4. CONCLUSION 

A noble compander was discussed with em-

phasis on the instantaneous spectrum signal 

processing through t1'ansient 1'esponse， ha1'-

monic distor七ion，and inte1'modulation. The 

Kaise1' weighted Nyquist function b巴mg

adopted to the significant decimation filter 

h( *) of the short time DFT， the multi -channel 

compander is able to be almost f1'印 f1'omany 

distortions both in steady state of frequency 

response and transient response. 

Farther studies on optimizing the values of 

the frame number 2m， the frame length N ， 

and the parameterβwill improve the accuracy 

of the multi -channel companders within the 

glven computing power 

The authors would the like to thank the stu-

dents of Kishi Lab. at AIT for their assistant 

in computer sImulations. 
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